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Microsoft PowerPoint has long held the top position as the leading presentation software in the 
marketplace. And since PowerPoint holds such a large share of the marketplace, there are 
literally thousands of add-ins for almost everything you could possibly want to do to improve your 
PowerPoint presentations. From enhanced graphics, animations and templates to conversion 
software, there are boundless add-in options as well as vendors. Most PowerPoint add-in 
vendors offer a variety of aesthetic-enhancing products and software. Here are some of the top 
PowerPoint add-in vendors and their products that will perhaps make your selection process 
somewhat easier. 

Graphics, Animations and More 
Possibly the greatest concern for lecturers is making sure that their presentations have the visual 
impact to engage learners, as well as emphasize the significance of what they are trying to teach. 
Graphics, animations, maps and charts serve to reinforce statements as well as reach the visual 
learners in the audience. There are numerous Web sites and vendors that provide thousands of 
graphic downloads for free or for a modest fee. 

CrystalGraphics Inc. (www.crystalgraphics.com), a provider of 3-D graphics software, offers 
Microsoft PowerPoint-enhancing software and content, including 3-D transitions and animations, 
templates, backgrounds, Flash effects, graphics, music, tutorials, software, projectors, downloads 
and more. The company’s product line, coined PowerPlugs, includes 30 volumes of 16 media 
plug-ins, add-ons and content that concurrently work with or inside of PowerPoint to improve the 
way users create and present presentations. 

Another top provider of creation software tools is rObjects (www.robjects.com). The company’s 
products are designed to add impact to your presentation through aesthetic enhancements. 
Included in its top offerings is rChart, which simplifies chart design and speeds up the process as 
well. With this tool, charts are created quickly and can be enhanced with a wide variety of drawing 
and animation effects. Data can be entered directly or imported from a variety of sources. The 
company also offers other products, such as roGL, scriptable 3-D imaging and video output; 
rFlash, a Flash developer tool for content creation; ASPImage, scriptable image manipulation for 
developers; and more. 

OfficeOne Animations (http://officeone.mvps.org) adds more than 50 animation effects to 
PowerPoint presentations that include options like timings, repeat, triggers, sound, after 
animation settings, etc. All animation options are configurable through PowerPoint’s user 
interface and can be played within PowerPoint itself. OfficeOne also provides other PowerPoint 
add-ins: PowerShow, which allows a user to view different PowerPoint slide shows on separate 
monitors simultaneously; ProTools for PowerPoint, which allows shape modification and control; 
and more. 

With a product from pptXTREME (www.pptxtreme.com), you can subtly enhance graphics, charts 
and text with shading and shadows. The company’s product, SoftShadows, can add shadows 
and shading to any object of any size and retains editing capability of text, charts and graphics. 
The company’s other software offerings include Color Picker, a color palette installed into 
PowerPoint; Edit, a plug-in that makes editing easy without the worry of loosing custom 
animation; Effects Library, which enables you to save your complex animation settings and re-
apply them in seconds; and more. 
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Templates  
Choosing PowerPoint templates for presentations is important, the best slide backgrounds offer 
strong design, but are definitely not too distracting or boring. Whether your company is 
conservative, high-tech, bold or trendy, there are millions of PowerPoint templates offered by 
vendors and Web sites. Although some of the vendors listed above provide template products as 
well, here are some other template providers. 

Power Finish (www.powerfinish.com) offers a variety of template volumes with 50 PowerPoint 
templates in each volume, as well as title, text and print slides in .jpg format. The company also 
offers a complete package that includes seven CDs packed with more than 14,250 templates, 
template design sets and backgrounds. 

PresentationPro (www.presentationpro.com) offers the PowerDesigns suite, which includes more 
than 5,000 original, royalty-free templates to enhance PowerPoint presentations and 3-D 
business graphics that are easily incorporated into a presentation. These designs and graphics 
enable users to create professional presentations quickly. The company also offers software for 
web-enable presentations as well. 

PixelMill (www.pixelmill.com) is yet another leading vendor of presentation templates in various 
categories for PowerPoint. Many of the company’s presentation templates provide additional 
graphic decks that help users communicate their message better, as well as, templates that 
include animated Flash elements to boost the excitement of a presentation. 

Some Web sites that are worth to peruse for templates include www.themegallery.com, 
www.brainybetty.com and www.animationfactory.com. All of these Web sites include a variety of 
different templates that may fit your company’s presentation needs. 

Conversion Software  
Many designers need the capability to either convert their PowerPoint presentations for the Web 
or to a DVD, CD-ROM or some other format. Many designers also need to reduce the size of a 
presentation file as well. The good news is that there is software in the marketplace today that 
can make this as easy as a click of your mouse button or dropping it into a program. 

Impatica’s (www.impatica.com) products enable users of Microsoft PowerPoint and Macromedia 
Director to deliver their content plug-in-free to Java-enabled computers and other devices—even 
at dial-up speeds. Impatica OnCue is a desktop tool that enables the production and delivery of 
synchronized plug-in-free video and PowerPoint presentations combined with searchable text, 
indexing and navigation. Another product is Impatica for PowerPoint, which allows subject-matter 
experts, instructors and other business professionals to create online content quickly and easily. 
Impatica also offers a product that converts PowerPoint files attached to e-mail messages into a 
format compatible with BlackBerries so they can be viewed exactly the way they were created. 

Articulate Presenter (www.articulate.com) lets users—even non-technical users—create e-
learning courses and Flash presentations by adding narration, animation and interactivity to a 
standard PowerPoint file. The Articulate Presenter converts content into Flash, while reducing the 
size of presentations so they can be downloaded fast. With this product you can develop and 
deliver content fast, enable subject-matter experts across the organization to participate in 
content development and distribute messages widely in a format anyone can view—whether it is 
on the Web, sent by e-mail or on a CD-ROM. Also, Articulate Presenter content runs on any Web 
server or LMS. And for organizations with LMSs, the Articulate Presenter creates SCORM- and 
AICC-compliant content so learner results can be tracked. 

Neuxpower (www.neuxpower.com) is a provider of custom software solutions that support 
marketing needs. Its product, NXPowerLite reduces the size of a PowerPoint presentation. In 
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order to reduce the size of a presentation, a user drags the PowerPoint file into the NXPowerLite 
icon, then chooses the compression level and clicks on the Optimize button. NXPowerLite 
automatically searches through the presentation finding ways to optimize the content. This 
product virtually eliminates the need to tweak images and flatten any embedded objects. 
Reduced files sizes decrease the load on corporate networks, decrease the chances of oversized 
e-mails being undeliverable and reduce bandwidth costs for people that regularly transfer 
PowerPoint presentations over the Web. 
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